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$n.-$ $Q_{n}$ 2- 4- ( )
$7\prime_{-}$ 10 . $n_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$ $K_{\eta}$
, .
$G$ $V(G)$ , $E(G)$ . $n$ $G$
$f(\lambda, G)=\lambda^{n}+C_{1}\lambda^{n-1}+C_{2}\lambda^{n-2}+C_{3}\lambda^{n-3}+\cdots+C_{n-1}\lambda+C_{n}$
, $’;1(G)_{ht},$ $\prime r’,(G)_{C}$ ( $n_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{l}t^{r}J}.n_{C}$) $G$ 2-
4- ( ) . $G$
$\chi(G)$ , $\chi’(G)$ .
$G_{1}$ $G_{2}$ $G=G_{1}\cross G_{2}$ , $V(G)=V(G_{1})\cross$




1 $([N|)$ $Q_{n}$ $r1_{1}$- , $n=1$ $h_{2}’,$ $r|$. $\geq 2$
, $Q_{71}$. $=Q_{7l.-1}\cross A_{2}^{r}$ ( ) .
2 $([Y], p.145)d,$ $q$ , $d\geq 2$ . , $X$ $q$
,
$V=\{(x_{1}, x_{2}, \cdots, x_{d})|x_{i}\in X\}$ ,
$E=\{u-v|u=(a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $a_{d}),$ $v=(b_{1},$ $b_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $b_{d})\in V,$ $a_{i}\neq b_{i}$ $i$ 1 $\}$
$H(d, q)=(V, E)$ .
$n-$ $Q_{n}$ $2^{n}$ 2 $n$ $(a_{1}, a_{2}, \cdots, a_{n}),$ $(a_{n}=0$ 1, $n\geq$




1( ). $G$ ( )P ( ) $q$ , $V(G)=$
$\{v_{1}, v_{2}, \cdots, v_{p}\}$ . ,
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$\sum_{i,=1}^{p}$ degree $(v_{i})=2q$ .
$n$ - $Q_{n}$ $n$ , ( ) $2^{n}$ ,
( ) $n_{J}2^{n-1}$ . . 2 $n,$ $-1$
$Q_{r}$ , $Q_{n}$
.
3([Nl) $G$ , $d(a_{t}b)=d(x, y)$
$G$ $a,$ $b,$ $x,$ $y$ $x=\alpha(a),$ $y=\alpha(b)$ $G$
$\alpha$ .
$Q_{n}$ $n$ , $n$ $2^{n}$ . $G,$ $v\in$
$V(G)$ , $\Gamma_{t}(v)=\{u\in V(G)|d(u, v)=i\}(i=0,1, \cdots, d)$ , $d$
$G$ .
4 $([N$ , p. 194$])$ $d$ $k$ $G$ ,
.
( ) $d(u, v)=j$ $u,$ $v$
(1) $u$ $\Gamma_{j-1}(v)$ $c_{j}(i=1,2, \cdots, d)$
(2) $u$ $\Gamma_{j+1}(v)$ $bc_{j}(j=0_{f}1,2, \cdots, d-1)$
$b_{0}=k,$ $b_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $b_{d-1},$ $c_{1}=1,$ $c_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $c_{d}$ .
, $Q_{\tau l}$. .
$n$ .




2( $[T$ , 22.11]). $G$
. $G$ $\lambda$ $G$ $-\lambda$ .
2 , $n$- $Q_{n}$ .
5([N]) $G$ $G$ .
$G$ $G$ .
3 $([T$ , 23.3$])$ $G$ $p$ $r$ - . $G$
$Spec(G)$
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. , $p$ $G$ , $f’(\lambda, G)$ $G$ $f(\lambda, G)$
$f’(r$ . $G)$ $r$ ( $[T$ , 233]).
6. 2 $\{e,$ $f\}$ 2– , $e$ $f$
.
4 ( $[Y$ . Jin and M. Kanemitsu, 2.3]) $G$ $n$ ,
$(d_{1}, d_{2}, \cdots.d_{n})$ . , 2- $n_{M}$
.
$n_{M}= \frac{1}{8}(\sum_{i=1}^{n}d_{i})^{2}-\frac{1}{2}\sum_{i=1}^{n}d_{i}^{2}+\frac{1}{4}\sum_{i=1}^{n}d_{i}$ .
5. $n$ Q7 2- $n(Q_{?1}.)_{A,T}$ .
$n(Q_{n})_{M}=2^{n-2}n\{(2^{n-1}-2)n+1\}$ .
5 , $n.(Q_{n})_{\zeta_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}},$ $= \frac{1}{2}(n(Q_{r\iota})-C_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}’)$ .
$10\geq n$ $n$ - $Q_{n}$ .
(1) $7\iota=1$ .
$Q_{1}=K_{2}$ . 2, 1 . $\chi(Q_{1})=2,$ $\chi^{l}(Q_{1})=1$ .
, $f(\lambda_{:}Q_{1})$
$f(\lambda, Q_{1})=(\lambda-1)(\lambda+1)=\lambda^{2}-1$ .
, $n(Q_{1})_{M}=0,$ $n(Q_{1})_{C}=0$ .
$K(Q_{1})=[ \frac{1}{2}\cross 2\lambda|_{\lambda=1}=[\lambda]_{\lambda=1}=1$ .
(2) $n=2$ .
$Q_{2}=Q_{1}\cross h_{2}’=K_{2}\cross K_{2}$ . 4, 4 .
$\lambda(Q_{2})=2,$ $\chi^{J}(Q_{2})=2$ . , $f(\lambda_{:}Q_{2})$
$f(\lambda, Q_{2})=(\lambda-2)(\lambda+2)\lambda^{2}=\lambda^{4}-4\lambda^{2}$ .
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, $1r|,(Q_{2})_{A\prime f}=2,$ $-r1_{\text{ }}(Q_{2})_{C}=1$ . $h’(Q_{2})=[\lambda^{4}-2\lambda]_{\lambda=2}=6$ .
(3) $n=3$ .
$Q_{3}=Q_{2}\cross h_{2}^{r_{f}}=lt_{2}^{\vee}\cross K_{2}\cross h_{2}^{\nearrow}$ . 8, 12 .
$\chi(Q_{3})=2,$ $\chi’(Q_{3})=3$ . $)$ $f(\lambda, Q_{3})$
$f\cdot(\lambda, Q_{3})=(\lambda-3)(\lambda-1){}_{3}C_{1}(\lambda+1){}_{3}C_{2}(\lambda+3)=\lambda^{8}-12\lambda^{6}+30\lambda^{4}-28\lambda^{2}+9$.
, $n(Q_{3})_{\Lambda I}=12,$ $n(Q_{2})_{C}=6$ . $K(Q_{3})=[\lambda^{7}-9\lambda^{\overline{D}}+15\lambda^{2}-7\lambda]_{\lambda=3}=114$.
(4) $n=4$ .
$Q_{4}=Q_{3}\cross K_{2}$ . $2^{4}$ , 4 $\cdot 2^{3}$ . $\chi(Q_{4})=$
$2,$ $\chi’(Q_{4})=4$ . , $f(\lambda, Q_{4})$
$f(\lambda, Q_{4})=(\lambda-4)(\lambda-2){}_{4}C_{1}\lambda {}_{4}C_{2}(\lambda+2){}_{4}C_{3}(\lambda+4)=$
$\lambda^{16}-32\lambda l4+352\lambda^{1)}\sim-1792\lambda^{10}+4352\lambda^{8}-4096\lambda^{6}+\ldots$ .
, $n(Q_{4})_{M}=400,$ $n(Q_{4})_{C}=24$ .
$K(Q_{4})=[\lambda^{15}-28\lambda^{13}+264\lambda^{11}-1120\lambda^{9}+2176\lambda^{7}-1536\lambda^{5}+\cdots]_{\lambda=4}$.
(5) $n=5$ .
$Q_{\iota J}r=Q_{4}\cross K_{2}$ . $2^{5}$ , 5 $\cdot 2^{4}$ . $\chi(Q_{5})=$
$2,$ $\chi’(Q_{\overline{\iota 7}})=5$ . $f(\lambda, Q_{5})$
$f(\lambda.Q_{5})=(\lambda-5)(\lambda-3)^{sC_{1}}(\lambda-1)^{sC_{2}}(\lambda+1){}_{5}C_{3}(\lambda+3){}_{5}C_{4}(\lambda+5)=$
$\lambda^{32}-80\lambda^{3}+2680\lambda^{?}\sim-50160\lambda^{26}+586140\lambda^{24}-4516176\lambda^{22}+\cdots$ .
. $n(Q_{5})_{AI}=2840,$ $n(Q_{5})_{C}=80$ .
(6) $n=6$ .
$Q_{6}=Q_{5}\cross K_{2}$ . 26 6 $\cdot 2^{5}$ . $\chi(Q_{6})=$
$2,$ $\chi^{t}(Q_{6})=6$ . , $f(\lambda, Q_{6})$
$f(\lambda, Q_{6})=(\lambda-6)(\lambda-4){}_{6}C_{1}(\lambda-2){}_{6}C_{2}\lambda {}_{6}C_{3}(\lambda+2){}_{6}C_{4}(\lambda+2){}_{6}C_{4}(\lambda+4){}_{6}C_{5}(\lambda+6)=$
$\lambda^{64}-192\lambda^{62}+168^{(J6\lambda^{60_{-\langle}}J08800\lambda^{58}+335^{(J2320\lambda^{56}-909139968\lambda^{54}+}}.\ldots$ .
, $n(Q_{6})_{M}=17376,$ $n(Q_{6})_{C}=6000$ .
.
6. $n$- $Q_{n}$ .
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(1) $Q_{n}$ $2^{n}$ , $2^{n-1}n$ $\uparrow\gamma$ , (7 )
$(n-)$ 2 .
(2) $\chi(Q_{n})=2$ , $\chi’(Q_{n})=n$ .
(3) $Q_{n}$ $f(\lambda, Q_{n})$ , $n,\cdot-n$ , $f(\lambda, Q_{n})=\lambda^{n}-2^{n-1}n.\lambda^{7l-2}+$
$[\{2^{7\iota-2}n.(2^{7\mathfrak{l}.-1}-2)n+1\}-n(Q_{n})_{C}]\lambda^{71-4}+\cdots$ .
(4) $10\geq n\geq 7$ , $C_{n},$ $n(Q_{n})_{M}$ $n(Q_{n})_{C}$ .
$C_{7}=96096,$ $n(Q_{7})_{M}=97440,$ $n(Q_{7})_{C}=672$ .
$C_{8}=513024,$ $n(Q_{8})_{M}=516608,$ $n(Q_{8})_{C}=1792$ .
$(_{9}^{\urcorner}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=2625408,$ $n,(Q_{9})_{\Lambda f}=2634624,$ $n,(Q_{9})_{C}=4608$ .
$C_{10}’=13035520,$ $n(Q_{10})_{AI}=13058560,$ $n(Q_{10})_{C}=11520$ .
(5) $Q_{n}$ $K(Q_{n})- \neg\frac{1}{2^{n}}f’(n, Q_{n})$ .
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